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stardust empowers you to create stunning particle and object-based motion graphics with
unprecedented integration between after effects and a collection of powerful tools. the user interface
places the powerful tools inside an animated 3d space, where individual particles, objects and effects
can interact and collide with each other. users can add texture, animation, and effects to particles or
objects, and quickly control how those components interact using node-based animation and
keyframing. stardust is a revolutionary plug-in for after effects. it enables you to create stunning
particle and object-based motion graphics. control the animations easily by dragging an object or
particle in your compoion to a physical properties node. the physical properties include properties
such as color, scale, transparency, and materials. using the effects module, the user can add effects
such as the black-hole effect, gaining a unique and beautiful influence. the core of superluminal
stardust is inspired by nature, this plug-in enables a new way of interactivity. stardust is the first
plug-in that combines 3d physics with particle simulation, allowing the creation of realistic visual
effects, with the possibility of designing and animating particles the way the user usually designs
and animates 2d after effects graphics. all pieces of a complex visual effects can be used and
configured at the same time. using the powerful live 3d model library, a pre-made library of 3d
models is created from the 3d meshes and textures of the user-created particles. the library includes
a wide range of organic and organic-synthetic materials, allowing to create a wide range of unique
material properties.
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minimum specifications processor: multicore intel processor with 64-bit support operating system:
macos versions 10.13 and later. note: macos version 10.12 is not supported ram: 16 gb minimum

(32 gb recommended) gpu: 2gb of gpu vram. adobe strongly recommends updating to nvidia driver
430.86 or later when using after effects. drivers prior to this have a known issue which can lead to a

crash. hard disk space: 6gb of available hard-disk space for installation; additional free space
required during installation (cannot install on a volume that uses a case-sensitive file system or on

removable flash storage devices) additional disk space for disk cache (10gb recommended) monitor
resolution: 1440900 or greater display resolution the most powerful 3d modelling and rendering tool
for adobe after effects. 3d models, 3d dynamics, 3d geometry, 3d dynamics and more. use all your
3d models in after effects, with its own 3d modelling tools and effects. modular workflow for design

and effects creation. one click presets for various looks. watch your scenes come alive with 3d
dynamics, emissive materials and sub-surface scattering. easily create complex effects using any of
the hundreds of shipped presets, or build setups ground up using the modular workflow. you will get

a large number of presets to create stunning effects. stardust is a modular 3d particle system for
after effects. it has an easy to use node based user interface and ships with a ton of presets to

create stunning effects quickly and easily. modular particle system stardust is a modular 3d particle
system for after effects. it has an easy to use node based user interface and ships with a host of

presets to create stunning effects. stardust is built from the ground up for the animation industry.
combining the latest industry leading technologies into one plug-in, it gives total freedom to

experiment and create anything imaginable. main features: modular 3d particle system for after
effects. one tool, single 3d space. one click smart presets. replica, a unique effect, that replicates the

particles in various ways. countless particle effects. emitters, particles, replica, forces, 3d models,
text & mask, maps. space deformers, sphere, box, 3d models, bend, twist, maps, black hole. splines,
animate-able, both as paths and emitters. containers,enclose particles in sphere, box or a 3d model.
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